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ECO-401

COURSES OF STUDY
M.A ECONOMICS, 2016-18

SEMESTER-I

MICROECGL~ .'MIC THEORY-I

1. Theories of demand- utility, indifference curve (income and
substitution effects: Slutsky theorem, compensated demand
curve) and their applications: Revealed Preference Theory :
Revision of demand theory by Hicks : Characteristics of
goods approach: consumers choice involving risk.

2. Theory of Production and Costs: Production function- short
period and long period; law of variable proportions and
returns to scale, Isoquants- Least Cost combination of inputs
: Returns to factors ; Economies of scale ; Elasticity of
substitution ; Euler's Theorem ; Traditional and modem
theories of Costs- Empirical evidence, Derivation of Cost
functions from production functions.

3. Price and Output Determination: Perfect competition- short
run and long run equilibrium of the firm and industry, price
and output determination, ~',,.Jy curve; Monopoly- short
run and long run equilJ".. \~m,price determination, welfare
aspects, monopoly control :md regulation ; Monopolistic
competition- general and Chamberlin approaches to
equilibrium, equilibrium of the firm and the group with
product differentiation and selling costs, excess capacity
under monopolistic and imperfect competition, criticism of
monopolistic competition ; Oligopoly- Non -collusive
(Cournot, Betrand, Edgeworth, Chamberlin, Kinked demand
curve and Stackelberg's solution) and collusive (Cartels and
mergers, Price leadership and basing point price system)
models ; Price and output determination under monopsony
and bilateral monopoly.

ECO-402 MACRO ECONOMIC THEORY-I

1. National Income and Accounts- Three and Four sector

economy ; different forms of national income accounting
social accounting, input ')U~Plltaccounting, flow of funds
accounting and balance uf 1- ayments accounting.
Consumption function- Keynes's psychological law of
c,onsumption- implications of the law; short run and long run
consumption function, Empirical evidence on consumption
function ; Income -consumption relationship- absolute
income, relative income, life cycle and permanent income
hypotheses.
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2. Supply of Money- Financial intermediation- a mechanistic
model of bank deposit determination ; A behavioural model.
of money supply determination, a demand determined money
supply process; RBI approach to money supply ; High
powered money and money multiplier ; budget deficits and
money supply; control of money supply.

3. Neo-Classical and Keynesian synthesis- Neo-classical and
Keynesian views on interest; The IS-LM model; Extension
of IS-LM model with Government sector ; Relative

effectiveness of monetary and fiscal policies; Extension of
IS-LM models with labour market and flexible prices.

ECO-403 QUANTITAT~":TE METHODS & COMPUTER
APPLICATION-I

1. Mathematical methods-I : Calculus : Concepts of function,
Limit, Continuity and derivative ; Rules of differentiation ;
Rules of partial differentiation and interpretation of partial
derivatives ; Problems of Maxima and minima in single and
multivariable functions; Concept of integration; simple rules
of integration. Application of derivatives and integration in
Economics.

2. Mathematical methods-II: Matrix algebra: Determinants and
their basic properties ; Solution of Simultaneous equations
through Cramers rule, concept of Matrix- their types, simple
operations on matrices, matrix inversion and rank of a matrix,
Concept of vector- its properties ; Matrices and vectors,
Concept of Quadratic forms- Eigen roots and Eigen vectors ;
Difference equations & DH> ~.mtial equations- Solution of
first order and second 01 .It. difference equations. Economic
applications of Difference anJ Differential equations.

3. Computer Application in Economics : Basic applications of
Microsoft Office- Excel, MS Word and Power Point,
Application in Tabulation, Frequency Distribution,
Correlation & Regression Analysis.

OR



STATISTICAL
APPLICATION-I

METHODS & COMPUTER

1. Statistical Method ; Types of variables, classification,
tabulation and graphic presentation of data, Study of
frequency of data, Measures of Central tendency, measures
of dispersion, skewness, moments and kurtosis. Bi-variate

distribution, simple correlation, rank correlation, Linear
regression analysis, Least square method- properties of
regression coefficients.

2. Elements of probability theory. total probability, compound
probability and mathemil,: ",-11 expectation. Frequency
distribution- Binomial, .l\ Irmal, Poisson with important
properties.

3. Computer Application in Economics : Basic applications of
Microsoft Office- Excel, MS Word and Power Point,
Application in Tabulation, Frequency Distribution,
Correlation & Regression Analysis.

ECO-404 INDIAN ECONOMIC POLICY-I

1. Economic Development and its determinants- Approaches to
economic development and its measurement- sustainable
development ; Role of state, market and other institutions ;
Indicators of development - PQLI, Human Development
Index (HDI), Gender development indices.
Planning in India- Objectives and strategy of planning :
Failures alJd achievements of ,.11US ; Developing grass-root
organizations for devel ~1.lent- Panchayats, NGOs and
Pressure groups.

2. Demographic features, poverty and inequality- Broad
demographic features of Indian population ; Rural-urban
migration; Urbanization and civic amenities; Poverty and
Inequality .
Resource base and Infrastrcuture- Energy, Social
infrastructure- education and health ; Environment ; regional
imbalance ; Issues and policies in financing infrastructural
development.

3. Economic reforms- Rationale of internal and external reforms

; Globalisation of Indian economy; WTO and its impact on
the different sectors of the economy. Need for and issues in
good governance ; Issues in competition and safety nets in
Indian economy.
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ECO-405 FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS & MARKETS

1. Nature and Role of Financial system : Money and Finance
Money and near money, Financial intermediation and
financial intermediaries. The structure of the financial
system- Functions of the financial sector- Indicators of
financial development- Equilibrium in Financial markets
Financial system and Economic development. Criteria to
evaluate assets ; Risk and fj'll)cial assets, types of risk,
return on assets, Risk Return trade off- valuation of
securities.

2. Structure of interest rates- Theories of interest rate
determination- Level of interest rates. Long period and short
period rates- Term structure of interest rates- Spread between
lending and deposit rates. Administered interest rates
Appropriate interest rate policy.

3. The Central Bank, Commercial banks and Monetary Policy
Function of Central Bank- The aims and objectives of the
monetary policy in developed and developing countries
Instruments of monetary policy- Proliferation of banking and
non-bank financial intermediaries- Effectiveness of monetary
policy- Credit creation and its control ; Profitability and
efficiency of banks; Development banks- role and functions;
Investment banking and merchant banking ; Financial sector
reforms in India.

ECO-406 HISTORY OF MOD!~!..~~ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

(Contribution of l' .HP:llaureates in economics)-I

1. Theory of value, General Equilibrium, games theory,
Welfare- Samuelson, J. Hicks, K.J. Arrow, Maurice Allais,
R.H. Coase, J.F. Nash.

2. Macroeconomics, Monetary Economics and Financial
Economics- M. Friedman, ITobin, F. Modigilani, H.M.
Markowitz, W.F. Sharpe, M.H. Miller, M. Scholes.

3. Economic Development and Economic Growth- S. Kuzrtets,
T.W. Schultz, W.A. Lewis, R.M. Solow.
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1. Alternative Theories of the Firm : Critical evaluation of
marginal analysis ; Baumol's sales revenue maximization
model ; Williamson's model of management discretion.
Marris model of managerial enterprises ; Full cost pricing
rule; Bain's limit pricing theory and its recent developments
including Sylos-Labinis model, Behavioural model of the
firm; game theoretic models.

2. Distribution- Neo-classical approach- Marginal productivity
theory ; Product exhaustion theorem ; Theory of distribution
in imperfect product and factor markets ; determination of
rent, wages, interest and profit ; macro theories of
distribution- Ricradian, Marxian, kalecki and kaldor's.

3. Welfare Economics- Pigovian welfare economics ; Pareto
optimal conditions, Value judgement ; Social welfare
function ; Compensation prif'~iple ; Inability to obtain
optimum welfare- Imperf<>roHvns,market failure, decreasing
costs ; Theory of Second ..je;:. to

General Equilibrium- PartIal and general equilibrium,
Walrasian excess demand. The economics of information.

SEMESTER-II

MACROECONOMIC THEORY-II

MICROECO . '1)MIC THEORY-II

1. Post-Keynesian Demand for Money- Post Keynesian
approaches to demand for money- Patinkin and the ral
Balance effect, Approaches of Baumol and Tobin; Friedman
and the Modem quantity theory ; Crisis in Keynesian
economics,and the revival of monetarism.
Macroeconomics in an open economy- Income determination
in an open economy. Foreign trade multiplier, Internal and
external equilibrium- Mundell-Fleming model.

2. Theory of Inflation- Keynesian and Monetarist approaches to
inflation ; Structuralist them: Jfinflation ; Phillips curve
analysis- Short run and . ,1:~ run Phillips curve, Samuelson
and Solow- the Natural rate of unemployment hypothesis,
Tobin's modified Phillip's curve; Adaptive expectations and
rational expectations, Policies to control inflation.

3. Business Cucles- Theories of Schumptere, kaldor, Samuelson
and Hicks. Goodwins model ; Control of business cycles
re~iltiveefficiency of monetary and fiscal policies.
New Classical Macroeconomics- The New classical critique
of microfoundations, the new classical approach, Policy
implications of new classical approach- empirical evidence.

ECO-412

ECO-411



OR

STATISTICAL METHODS & COMPUTER
APPLICATION-II

Time series analysis- ~omposition- Fitting of secular
Trend, Method of de.,.sea~:ionalisation, Measurement of
cyclical fluctuation and irregular variations.

&METHODS

3. Basic concept of sampling- random and non-random
sampling ; Simple random, stratified random and PPS
sampling;

Computer Applications: Use of statistical packages (S.P.S.S.
& E View) in frequen~y uistribution, correlation and
regression analysis, ANC'; ~ , Time Series Tests.

1. Meaning, assumptions and limitations of simple correlation
and regression analysis ; Spearman's rank correlation
coefficients and their properties; Concept of the least squares
and the lines of regression ; Standard error of estimate ;
partial and multiple correlation and regression ; methods of
estimation of non-linear eqlV.:- _11S - parabolic, exponential,
geometric, modified ex . "lential, Gompertz and Logistic
relationships.

2. Various types of events- classical and empirical definitions of
probability; Laws of addition and multiplication; Conditional
probability and concept of interdependence ; Bayes theorem
and its implications; Expectations, Properties of Binomial,
Poisson and Normal distributions. Concept of an estimator
and its sampling distribution ; desirable properties of an
estimator; Formulation of statistical hypotheses- Null and
alternative; Goodness of fit ; Confidence intervals and levels

of significance; Hypothesis testing based on Z, t, Chi-square

1. Estimation theory, interval estimation, Tests of hypotheses,
level of significance, large and small sample tests, Z-test, t
test, F-test and Ch-square test.

2. Index numbers, quantity and price index number, index

number formulae, construction of index numbers,

construction of cost of living index number, time reversal,
factor reversal and circular test

ECO-413 QUANTITATIVE
COMPUTER APPLICATION-II



3. Basic concept of sampling- random and non-random
sampling ; Simple random, stratified random and PPS
sampling;

Computer Applications: Use', ~~liatisticalpackages (S.P.S.S.
& E View) in freqU( ,l I distribution, correlation and
regression analysis, ANOVA, Time Series Tests

ECO-414 INDIAN ECONOMIC POLICY-II

1. The Agricultural sector- Institutional structure- land reforms
in India, Technological change in agriculture- pricing of
agricultural inputs and output, terms of trade between
agriculture and industry , agricultural finance policy,
Agricultural marketing and ware housing ; Issues in food
security- policies for sustainable agriculture.

2. The Industrial sector- Industrial policy, Public sector
enterprises and their performance, problem of sick units in
India, Privatisation and disinvestments debate, growth and
pattern of industrialization, small scale sector, productivity in
industrial sector, Exit policy- ic;'''~s in labour market reforms
; Approaches for employr- . ",t generation.

3. Public finances- Finances of Central government; Finances
of state governments, Parallel economy; problems relating to
fiscal policy; Fiscal sector reforms in India.
Money, banking- Financial sector reforms; Interest rate
policy ; review of monetary policy of RBI ; Money and
capital markets; Working of SEBI in India.
External sector- Structure and direction of foreign trade ;
balance of payments ; Issues in export-import policy and
FEMA ; Exchange rate policy; Foreign capital and MNCs in
India; The progress of trade reforms in India.

ECO-415 FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS & MARKETS-II

1. Non-bank Financial Intermediaries- Definition and types of
non-bank financial institutiorlt' ,i'heir growth and impact on
India's economic develo.,Jf::~nt, Measures taken to control
their operations.

2. Financial markets- Role and structure of money market and
capital market- call money market, Treasury bill market,
Commercial bill market including commercial paper and
certificate of deposits, Discount market- Government
securities market- markets for derivatives ; future and
options, and other derivatives ; types, uses and pricing of
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derivatives- Primary and secondary market for securities ;
SEBI ; Its impact on the working of capital market in India ,;
IRDA and its role in financial markets.

3. International financial markets- Nature, organization and
participants- Exchange rates, devaluation and depreciation,
Working of floating exchange rates since 1973- Risk hedging
and futures in exchange rates- International Financial flows,
forms and volume- International liquidity- The theory of
optimum currency areas- Euro-dollar and Euro-currency
markets ; their developmental role and regulation at the
International level.

ECO-416 HISTORY OF MODI> •.'l ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
(Contribution of l' .11. \';1 laureates in Economics)-II

1. Input-Output analysis, Programming, Social accounts,
Economic and social systems- W.W. Leontief, L.
Kantorovich, C.T. Koopmans, R.Stone, F. Hayek, G. Myrdal.

2. International trade and Capital movement- J.E. Keade,
B.Ohlin, R.A. Mundell

3. Quantitative Economic History- D.C. North, R.W. Fogel.
Others- H.A. Simon, G.I. Stigler, J.M. Buchanan, G.S.
backer, R.I. Lucas, W.J. Vickery, J. Mirrlees, A.K. Sen

SEMESTER-III

ECO-501 PUBLIC ECONOMICS-I

1. Introducti<;m-Role of Govt. 1.1 organized society ; changing
perspectives- governmenL 1.1' a mixed economy, public and
private sector, co-operation or competition ; Govt. as an
agent for economic planning and development; Government
as a tool for operationalising the planning process ; private
goods, public goods, market failure- imperfections,
decreasing costs, externalities, public goods.

2. Public choice- Private and public mechanism for allocating
resources, problems for allocating resources, problems of
preference revelation and aggregation of preferences, Voting
systems, Arrow Impossibility theorem, An economic theory
of democracy, Politico-eco-bureaucracy ; rent seeking and
directly unproductive profit seeking (DUP) activities.
R~tionale for public policy : Allocation of resources,
provision of public goods, voluntary exchange models,
impossibility of decentralized provision of public goods
(contributions of Samuelson and Musgrave)

!>~.



3. Fiscal policy- full employment, anti-inflation, economic
growth, redistribution of income and wealth, interdependence
of fiscal and monetary policies, budgetary deficits and its
implications, Fiscal policy for stabilization-automatic vs.
discretionary stabilization ; Alternative measures of resource
mobilization and their impact on growth, distribution and
prices, balanced budget multiplier.

ECO-502 INTERNATIONAL TRADE & FINANCE-I

1. Theory of International 1--0 .;.,- Theories of absolute
advantage, comparative. -vantage .and opportunity costs,
modem theory of internatic '-.al trade ; Theorem of factor
price equalization ; Empirical testing of theory of absolute
cost and comparative cost- Heckscher-Ohlin theory of trade.
Kravis and Linder theory of trade.

2. Measurement and gains from trade - Measurement of gains
from trade and their distribution ; concepts of terms of trade,
their uses and limitations ; Hypothesis of secular
deterioration of terms of trade, its empirical relevance and
policy implications for less developed countries; Trade as an
engine of economic growth.

3. Theory of interventions and Welfare implications- Empirical
evidence and policy issues; Theory of Interventions (Tariffs,
Quotas and non-tariff barriers); Economic effects of tariffs
and quotas on National income, output, employment, terms
of trade, income distribution. The political economy of non
tariff barriers and their irnnli.C.itlOns; nominal, effective and
optimum rates of tariffL'" ;~eir measurement, impact and
welfare implications.

ECO-503 GROWTH & DEVELOPMENT-I

1. Economic Growth-I: Economic growth and development
factors affecting economic growth, ; capital, labour and
technology; Growth models- Harrod and Domar, instability
of equilibrium; Neo-classical growth models- Solow-Swan
model, Cambridge criticism of Neo-classical analysis of
growth, The Capital controversy- general jdeas, Kaldor's
growth model.
Economic Growth-II: Technological progress- embodied and
disembodies technical progress, Hicks, Harrod, Exogenous
and endogenous technical progress, Learning by doing.

2. S~.cial and Institutional Aspects of development
Development and underdevelopment- Perpetuation of
underdevelopment, Poverty-A"_ Jlute and relative, Measuring
development and devel t"lentgap- Per capita income,
inequality of income, Huma development index and other
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indices of development and quality of life- Food security,
education, health and nutrition Human resource.
development ; Population problem and growth pattern of
population- Theory of demographic transition; Population as
limits to growth and as ultimate resource- Population,
poverty and environment ; Economic development and
institutions- markets and market failure, state and state
failure, issues of good govenJ . ..,;t:.

3. Theories of developmen " ~~lassicaltheory of development,
contributions of Adam Smil"1, Ricardo, Malthus, karl Marx
and development of capitalistic economy- theory of social
change, surplus value and profit, Immutable laws of
capitalistic development, crisis in capitalism- Schumpeter
and capitalistic development ; Innovation- role of credit,
profit and degeneration of capitalism ; Structural analysis of
development.
Approaches to development- Partial theories of growth and
development- vicious circle of poverty, circular causation,
unlimited supply of labour, big push, balanced growth,
unbalanced growth, critical minimum effort thesis, low
income equilibrium trap ; Dualism- technical, behavioural
and social; Ranis and Fei model.

ECO-504 MATHEMATICAL ECONOMICS-I

1. Theory of Consumer Beh~'VJC,h'- Cardinal and ordinal utility
maximization ; Slutsk) . quation, compensated demand
functions, income, substitutiun and price effects ; Concept of
elasticities- generalizations to n variable case; separate and
additive utility functions; homogeneous and homothetic
utility functions ; constant elasticity of substitution (CES)
and trans~endental logarithmic utility functions ; duality
theorem; consumers surplus ; Theory of revealed preference
and index numbers; Linear expenditure systems.

2. Theory of production- Production function- homogeneous
and non-homogeneous, Properties of production function ;
CES, VEX and trans-log production function. Simple
derivation of short run and long run cost functions ; Modem
approach to theory of costs ; Cost function, constrained
optimization of a producer; Generalisation to n variable case
; Input demand functions; Adding up theorem, Technical
progress through production function.

3. Price determination in varia, ularkets- price determination
in perfect competition, IT h Jpoly, monopolistic competition,
duopoly, oligopoly, and mo lopsony ; Pricing of factors of
production; Bilateral monopoly.
Market equilibrium- Marshallian and walrasian equilibrium
conditions; lagged market equilibrium; Multi-market
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equilibrium- fgeneral equilibrium, systems of Walras and
Debreau ; Conditions of stability for equilibrium.

OR

AGRICULTURAL ECONONIlC~-I

1. Agriculture and Economic Development- Nature and scope
of agricultural and rural economics ; Traditional agriculture
and its modernization ; Role of agriculture in economic
development ; Interdependence between agriculture and
industry- some empirical evidence ; Models of interaction
between agriculture and the rest of the economy ;
Agricultural development : poverty and environment.
Diversification of Rural Economic activities- Livestock

economics- Livestock resources and their productivity ;
White revolution ; Fishery and poultry .development ;
Forestry, horticulture and floriculture; Issues and problems
in rural industrialization and development of agro-based
industries.

2. Agricultural production and productivity- Agricultural
production- Resource use .tHd efficiency ; production
function analysis in a§,LIl .11ture, factor combination and
resource substitution; Cost c.ndsupply curves ; Size of firm
and laws of returns. Theoretical and empirical findings :
Farm budgeting and cost concepts ; Supply response of
individual crops and aggregate supply ; Resource use
efficiency in treaditional agriculture ; Technical change,
labour absorption and gender issues in agricultural services.

3. Land reforms and land policy- principles of land utilization :
Land distribution- Structure and trends : land values and rent
; Land tenures and farming systems- Peasant, capitalist,
collective 'and state farming ; Tenancy and crop sharing
Forms, incidence and effects ; Land reforms measures and
performance; Women and land reforms.
Rural labour market - Rural labour suppkly, interlocking of
factor markets ; Mobility of labour and segmentation in
labour market ; marginalization of rural labour ; nature,
extent and trends in rural une",..~~..)yment; Agricultural wages
in India ; male-female ~~edifferences, Non-agricultural
rural employment- Trends an J. determinants.

E(:O-505 ECONOMTERICS-I

1. Basic economterics- Nature, meaning and scope of
econometrics: Simple and general linear regression model
Assumptions, Estimation (through OLS approach) and
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properties of estimators,L ;'uss Markov theorem ; Concepts
and derivation of R2 and A<"Justed R2; Concept of analysis
of variance approach and its application in regression
analysis ; Generalised Least Squares (GLS), Estimation of
non-linear equations- parabolic, exponential, geometric,
hyperbolic, modified exponential, Gompertz and logistic
functions.

2. Problems of regression analysis - Nature, test, consequences
and remedial steps of problems of heteroscedasticity ;
Multicollinearity and autocorrelation Problems of
specification error, Errors of measurement (Errors in
variables)

3. Regressions with Qualitative Independent variables- Dummy
variable technique- Testing structural stability of regression
models comparing to re';_- ..,sions, interaction effects,
seasonal analysis, piece-' ~ '~linear regression, use of dummy
variables, regression with dl ,nmy dependent variables ; The
LPM, Logit, Probit models- Applications, estimation under
Linear restrictions (Restricted Least Squares).

OR

ENVIRONMENTAL ECONOMICS-I

1. Fundamentals : Environmental Economics, Basic theory of
environmental economics, environmental quality as a public
good, natural resources, economic, renewable and non
renewable resources, conservation of natural resources.
Cost-benefit analysis and the valuation of environmental
resources, cost-benefit analysis and their institutional and
non-institutional assumption8 environmental costs of
economic goods, limits "f' giowth, environmental issues in
developing countries.

2. Market failure, the theory of externalities and Coase theorem
and related theories. The nature of market failure and
problems of externalities associated with environmental
problems. Coase theorem and its implications in
environmental regulations, property rights and its
distribution, functioning of market as an allocation
mechanism for rights and property rights.

3. T~eories of Optimal use of exhaustible and renewable
resources ; Environmental and development trade off and the
concept of sustainable development Integrated
environmental and economic accounting and the
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measurement of environmentally corrected GDP
Macroeconomic policies and environment.

SEMESTER-IV

ECO-511 PUBLIC ECONOMICS-II

1. Public expenditure- Wagner's law of increasing state
activities ; Wiseman-Peacock hypothesis ; Pure theory of
public expenditure ; Structure and growth of public
expenditure ; Criteria of public investment ; Social cost
benefit analysis- Project ev'./ ._don, Estimation of costs,
discount rate ; Refor, in expenditure budgeting :
Programme budgeting and Zt ~J base budgeting.
Taxation- Theory of incidence ; Alternative concepts of
incidence- Allocative and equity aspects of individual taxes ;
benefit and ability to pay approaches ; Theory of optimal
taxation ; Excess burden of taxes ; Trade off between equity
and efficiency ; Theory of measurement of dead weight
losses; The problem of double taxation.

2. Public debt- Classical view of public debt ; Compensatory
aspect of debt policy ; Burden of public debt ; Sources of
public debt ; Debt through created money ; Public
borrowings and price level ; Crowding out of private
investment and activity ; Principles of debt management and
repayment. .
Fiscal federalism- Principles of multi-unit finance ; Fiscal
federalism in India ; Vertical and horizontal imbalances ;
Assignment of function aflG sources of revenue
Constitutional provisions: FjG.illCecommission and Planning
commission; Devolution 0::" resources and grants; Theory of
grants ; Resource transfer frum union to states- Criteria for
transfer of resources ; Centre- state financial relations in
India; Problems state's resources and indebtedness; Transfer
of resources from Union and States to local bodies.

3. Indian Public Finances- Indian tax system; Revenues of the
Union, States and local bodies; Major taxes in India, base of
taxes, direct and indirect taxes, taxation of agriculture,
expenditure tax, reforms in direct and indirect taxes, taxes on
services; Non-tax revenue of centre, States and local bodies;
A~alysis of central and state government budgets ; Lack of
flexibility in central and state budgets, shrinking size of
development finance through budgets ; Trends in public
expenditure and public debt ; Fiscal crisis and fiscal sector
reforms in India; Reports of Finance commissions in India.
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ECO-512 INTERNATIONAL TRADE & FINANCE-II

1. Balance of payments : Meaning and components of balance
of payments ; Equilibrium and dis-equilibrium in the balance
of payments; The ptocess of adjustment under systems of
gold standard, fixed exchange rates and flexible exchange
rates ; Expenditure-reducing and expenditure switching
policies and direct controls of adjustment ; policies for
achieving internal and external equilibrium simultaneously
under alternative exchange LI "'regimes ; A critical review of
the monetary approach t\ 'le theory of balance of payments
adjustment ; Foreign tradt multiplier with and without
foreign repercussions and determination of national income
and output ; Relative merits and demerits of fixed and
flexible exchange rates in the context of growth and
development in developing countries.

2. The theory of regional blocs- Forms of economic cooperation
; Reforms for the emergence of trading blocks at the global
level; Static and dynamic effects of a customs union and free
trade areas; Multilateralism and WTO ; Rise and fall of Gold
standard and Bretton-woods system; Need, adequacy and
determinants of international reserves ; Conditionality clause
of IMF ; Reform of the international Monetary system, India
and developing countries; Ir+"'''ational trade and Financial
institutions - FunctiorJI GATT/WTO (TRIPS and
TRIMS). UNCTAD, iN1:<' World bank and Asian
Development bank- their achievements and failures ; WTO
and World·Bank from the point of view of India.

3. Trade policies in India- Trade problems and trade policies in
India during the last five decade ; Recent changes in the
direction and composition of trade and their implications;
rationale and impact of trade reforms since 1991 on balance
of payments, employment and growth; Problems of India's
international debt; Working and regulations ofMNC in India
; Instruments of export promotion and recent import and

export policies and agenda for future. fl~
ECO-513 GROWTH & DEVELOPMENT-II

1. Sectoral aspects of deve1up.nent- Role of agriculture III
economic development; _'fficiency and productivity in
agriculture, New technology and sustainable agriculture ;
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Globalisation and agriculturalc:r.rowth, rationale and pattern
of industrialization in devf':l'}l-hlt'countries ; The choice of
techniques and approprL.tt technology and employment ;
Efficiency of small-scale vs. large-scale production; terms of
trade between agriculture and industry; Infrastructure and its
importance ; Labour market and their functioning in
developing countries.

2. Trade and economic development- International trade as
engine of growth ; Static and dynamic gains from trade,
Prebisch, Singer and Myrdal thesis vs. Free trade; Export-led
growth; Dual gap analysis; balance of payments; tariffs and
effective protection ; Post-GATT international economic
order; WTO and developing countries.

3. Macro-economic policies and Development- Role of
monetary and fiscal policies in developing countries- price
savings, inflation and growth- Empirical evidence ; external
resources- FDI, aid vs. trade, technology inflow ; MNC
activity in developing countries ; Borrowings- domestic and
external ; Burden of borre. ug- IMP and World bank
policies in developing CO! .• ·les.
Allocation of resources- N ~d for investment criteria in
developing countries- present vs future, Alternative
investment criteria ; Cost-benefit analysis; shadow prices,
project evaluation and UNIDO guidelines.
Planning and development- Need for planning- democratic,
decentralized and indicative planning, micro-planning,
review of Indian plan models and planning.

ECO-514 MATHEMATICAL ECONOMICS-II

1. Determination of income and fluctuations in mcome
Classical and Keynes macro system ; Static and dynamic
multiplier. Determinants of investment, accelerator, Trade
cycle model of development of Samuelson and Hicks.

2. growth models- Harrod problp11l ; Neoclassical model of
growth; Solow and Me~rle glOwth models with technical
progress; Optimal growt!.; "ad golden rule of accumulation.

3. Game theory- Liner programming and Input-Output analysis
: Concept of game- Two person zero-sum game, Payoff
matrix, pure and mixed strategies. Maximin and Minmax
solutions ; Saddle point solution; Non-constant sum game ;
Prisoners dilemma ; Linear programming- Primal and dual
pr9blem ; Simplex method ; transport and storage problems
and other applications of linear programming in economics ;
Input-output analysis- Open and closed systems; Hawkins
Simon conditions ; Leontiefs dynamic system ; Testing
consistency of planning models.
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OR
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS

1. Rural finance- Role of capital and rural credit ; Organised
and unorganized capital market ; Rural savings and capital
formation ; characteristics and sources of rural credit
institutional and non-institutional ; Reorganization of rural
credit- cooperatives, commercial banks, regional rural banks,
Role ofNABARD.

Cooperation in India- Cooperative movement; genesis and
growth of cooperative sector, Agricultural cooperation in
India; problems and prospects of cooperative institutions.

2. Agricultural prices- marketing and state policy; Agricultural
markets and market efficiency- Marketing functions and
costs ; Market structure 8'" 1 imperfections ; regulated
markets; marketed and r' '"I( etable surplus ; Crop insurance;
Terms of trade between &"dcultural and non-agricultural
prices ; Need for state interventions ; Objectives of
agricultural policy- Instruments and evaluation ; Food
security in India and Public Distribution System.
Agricultural growth in India- Recent trends in agricultural
growth in India ; Inter- regional variations in growth of
output and productivity ; Cropping pattern shifts ; supply of
inputs- irrigation, power, seed and fertilizers ; Pricing of
inputs and role of subsidies ; Distribution of gains from
technological change ; Role of Public investment and capital
formation in Indian agriculture.

3. Agriculture and external sector- International trade in
agricultural commodities ; Commodity agreements- Role of
WTO ; Issues in liberalization of domestic and international
trade in agriculture .. nature and features of agro industries ;
Role of MNCs ; GlobalisJ'lun of Indian economy and
problems and prospects 0 Indian agriculture ; Impact of
WTO on Indian agriculture.

ECO-515 ECONOMETRICS-II

1. Simultaneous Equation models- Introduction and examples;
The simultaneous equation bias and inconsistency of OLS
es.timators ; The identification problem ; Rules of
identification- order and rank conditions ; methods of
estimating simultaneous equation system ; Recursive
methods and OLS ; Indirect least squares (ILS), 2SLS, 3SLS
and ML methods- Applications.
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2. Time series Analysis- Deterministic time series models and
stochastic time series model, forecasting techniques,
Forecasting with a single equation regression model,
forecasting with ARIMA modeling; Box-Jenkins
methodology ; Multivariate analysis- principal component
analysis (PCA) & Discriminant Analysis.

3. Dynamic econometric model- Autoregressive and distributed
lag models- Koyck model, partial adjustment model, adaptive
expectations ; Instrumental variables ; Almon approach to
distributed lag models, Comp~," .1 Geometric Lag model.

OR

ENVIRONMENTAL ECONOMICS-II

1. The tragedy of the commons and resource management
regimes- resource management in the context of different
ownership structure. Rules of access to resource and their use
, management of private and state owned environmental
resources.

2. Environmental problem, land use pattern, forest and
environmental quality, urbanization and its impact on
environment, population and environmental quality; Trade
and environment in WTO regime.

3. India's environmental policy Of' tbese issues- Environmental
regulations in India, Peoplf'~ p.ilticipation in the management
of common and forest lal.d~ ~The institutions of Joint Forest

management and the joint protected area management ;
Social forestry- rationale and benefits, Global environmental
problem ..
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